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MAXWELL YOUNG CRUISES TO 4TH GOLD RING
Oregon Poker Pro chooses Turbo over Main and comes out with another Circuit title.
Maxwell Young is truly a force to be reckoned with on the World Series of Poker Circuit.
The 33-year-old Poker Pro reached the winner’s circle yet again with a win in Event #11:
$400 No-Limit Hold’em Turbo at Harveys Lake Tahoe. The conquest granted Young
$13,213 and his fourth career gold ring.
“I mean, this one of all the rings is probably the least ‘special,’” stated Young. “But, I haven’t
cashed since I’ve been here and I’ve fired like 10 bullets at this point, so it felt really good to
win this.”
Two of Young’s previous rings came in Six Max events, a tournament style he greatly
enjoys. Then, of course, the crown jewel of his ring collection was seized in none other than
the Harveys Lake Tahoe Main Event last year, which also entailed a payout of $147,699.
“I opted not to play the Main today… and obviously that turned out to be a good decision,”
said Young.
The Oregon resident decided he would forgo Flight A of the Main Event, and simply
participate in Flight B on Saturday. In doing so, he jumped in the one-day ring event instead
and ran away with the honors.
Preceding the single-table redraw, Young lost a big chunk of his stack, but was still left with
10 big blinds. Then, the heater commenced. Young began to steamroll his final-table
opponents, chipping up big along the way.

His heads-up opponent was another Circuit regular, four-time gold ring winner, Kevin
Davis. In the end, Young’s lead was too much and heads up action did not last long.
Young now has 22 WSOP cashes worth just over $300,000 combined. Here are some stats
on the Circuit phenom: 68% of Young’s WSOP cashes are final-table appearances and 26%
of those deep runs are gold-ring victories. Not to mention, all of Young’s WSOP accolades
have come in the last three Circuit seasons.
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